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We present calculations on the ratio between double and single ionization of helium by a strong laser pulse at
a wavelength of 780 nm using the quantitative rescattering (QRS) model. According to this model, the yield for
the doubly charged ion He2+ can be obtained by multiplying the returning electron wave packet (RWP) with the
total cross sections (TCSs) for electron impact ionization and electron impact excitation of He+ in the singlet
spin channel. The singlet constraint was imposed since the interaction of the helium atom with the laser and the
recollision processes both preserve the total spin of the system. An R-matrix (close-coupling) code is used to
obtain accurate TCSs, while the RWPs, according to the QRS, are calculated by the strong-field approximation
for high-energy photoelectrons. The laser field, which lowers the required energy for the electron to escape from
the nucleus at the time of recollision, is also taken into account. The simulated results are in good agreement
with the measured He2+ / He+ ratio over a broad range of laser intensities. The result demonstrates that the QRS
approach based on the rescattering model is fully capable of quantitatively interpreting nonsequential double
ionization processes.
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PACS number(s): 32.80.Fb, 32.80.Rm, 34.50.Rk, 34.80.Dp

I. INTRODUCTION

The phenomenon of nonsequential double ionization
(NSDI) of atoms that are exposed to intense laser fields has
been the subject of numerous theoretical and experimental
studies for more than three decades. Experimentally, the early
works began with measurements of the total doubly charged
ion yield as a function of the laser intensity [1–4]. The prominent well-known general feature observed in the intensity
dependence of the double ionization data is the appearance of
a characteristic “knee” structure. This dramatic enhancement
of doubly charged ion yields has been explained by the
semiclassical rescattering model [5,6]. Since the differential
helium double ionization measurement by Weber et al. [7]
at the turn of this century, many more experiments [8–16]
were reported on ion momentum distributions along the laser
polarization direction, or momentum correlations between the
two outgoing electrons. Most of the two-electron momentum
distributions exhibit distinct correlated patterns [10], but
anticorrelation structure has also been observed for double
ionization close to threshold [17]. Such differential ion
1050-2947/2015/92(6)/063427(9)

yields provide more detailed insight into the dynamics of
laser-electron and electron-electron interaction in the double
ionization process. The various measurements have attracted
utmost attention by theorists.
Among the theoretical simulations, numerically solving
the time-dependent Schrödinger equation (TDSE) [14,18,19]
should provide the most accurate results. However, in spite
of the rapid increase in computing power during recent years,
TDSE calculations for NSDI in intense laser fields at wavelengths around 800 nm or even longer still represent formidable
computational challenges, and the numerical accuracy of the
predictions is hard to quantify. Even if such pure numerical
solutions could be obtained, the results alone would likely not
offer much insight into the basic mechanisms for the double
ionization processes, such as the role of rescattering and/or
other possible pathways. Today, it is generally accepted that
rescattering is the main mechanism for NSDI. Based on the
S-matrix theory or the strong field approximation (SFA), the
rescattering concept is explicitly embedded in the second-order
term. It has been used to simulate a variety of NSDI processes,
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including the total yield for double ionization [20–22], the
momentum distribution of the doubly charged ion [23], and the
correlated electron momentum distributions [23–28]. Other
calculations have been carried out using classical ensemble
theory [29–32] and semiclassical models [33–35], in which
tunneling ionization of the first electron is treated quantum
mechanically, while the propagation and the collision of the
returning electron with the parent ion are treated classically.
The high-precision measurement of the total single and
double ionization yields of He in a strong laser pulse at a
wavelength of 780 nm reported by Walker et al. [4] is of special
interest. Many theoretical efforts have been devoted to this
problem [21,36–40]. While the ab initio time-dependent [36]
and S-matrix [20–22] calculations show good agreement
with the experimental data, early calculations of double
ionization probabilities using the recollision model obtained
results that were a factor of 50 smaller than the experimental
findings [4,37]. This serious disagreement certainly has raised
questions about the applicability of the recollision model.
The general validity of the recollision model for NSDI was
established by van der Hart and Burnett [39]. They assumed
that the electric field from the laser reduces the ionization
potential of the singly charged ion core at the instant of
rescattering and also considered spin conservation in double
ionization of He.
In this paper, we employ the quantitative rescattering (QRS)
model [41,42], with the focal-volume averaging included, to
simulate the ratio of doubly to singly charged He ions as a
function of the laser intensity for a wavelength of 780 nm.
The QRS model was originally developed for high-order
above-threshold ionization (HATI) [41,43] and high-order
harmonic generation [41,44]. It was then applied to simulate
the correlated two-electron momentum distributions of raregas atoms in NSDI [45–47] as well as the total nonsequential
double ionization yield of Ar atoms [48].
The remainder of the present paper is arranged as follows.
In Sec. II, we summarize the QRS model for NSDI. In
Sec. III, we first calculate the total cross sections (TCSs) for
excitation and ionization of He+ by electron impact and the
returning-electron wave packet (RWP). We then discuss how to
determine the screening factor introduced in the calculation of
the RWP and demonstrate how the presence of an electric field
at the time of rescattering affects the total double ionization
yield and lowers the threshold intensity.
Unless indicated otherwise, atomic units (a.u.) are used
throughout the paper.
II. THEORETICAL MODEL
A. QRS model for NSDI

The key ingredient of the QRS model for HATI is the
factorization of the momentum distribution for high-energy
photoelectrons with momentum of magnitude p at a detection
angle θ with respect to the polarization of the laser field,
dσ (kr ,θr )
,
(1)
dr
where dσ (kr ,θr )/dr is the elastic electron differential scattering cross section (DCS) with a momentum of magnitude
kr at an angle θr with respect to the direction of the returning
D(p,θ ) = W (kr )

electron. The momentum distribution of the returning electrons
is described by the wave packet W (kr ). The detected photoelectron momentum p and the momentum kr of the scattered
electron are related by
p = kr − Ar ,

(2)

where Ar is the instantaneous vector potential at the time of
recollision. Focusing on high-energy returning electrons that
are important for NSDI processes, we use the relation [43]
kr = 1.26|Ar |.

(3)

The idea of the QRS model is applicable to all laser-induced
rescattering processes. For NSDI, therefore, it is related to
impact ionization and excitation of the parent ion by the
returning electrons. Assuming that all electrons in the excited
states are further ionized by the laser, they contribute to the
total yield of doubly charged ions and to the TCS. These TCSs
should be weighted by the flux of the incident electron beam,
which is described by the RWP. Thus the total NSDI yield is
evaluated from

2+
Y = dEr [WL (Er ) + WR (Er )][σexc (Er ) + σe2e (Er )].
(4)
Here Er is the energy Er = kr2 /2 of the returning electron,
σexc (Er ) and σe2e (Er ) are the TCSs for electron impact
excitation and ionization from the ground state of the target
ion, and WL (Er ) and WR (Er ) are the volume-integrated wave
packets extracted from the “left” (kz < 0) and the “right” (kz >
0) sides of the two-dimensional momentum distributions for
HATI photoelectrons, respectively. For long pulses considered
here, WL (Er ) = WR (Er ).
B. Returning electron wave packet

The RWP can be evaluated using Eq. (1), which may be
expressed as
W (kr ) = D(p,θ )/

dσ (kr ,θr )
.
dr

(5)

We emphasize that, in principle, the wave packet should be
independent of the scattering angle [41,43]. In this calculation,
we took it from scattering at θr = 170◦ .
It has been demonstrated that the RWP obtained from
the SFA and the TDSE agree well with each other for the
parameters of interest for the present work [43]. Consequently,
it is convenient to employ the SFA for the calculation of
the RWP, especially in the case of long laser pulses with
high intensities, for which TDSE calculations are extremely
challenging and time consuming.
Details of the SFA model for HATI of hydrogenlike atoms
were presented in Ref. [49]. The depletion effect was not
accounted for in that work. However, to accurately calculate
the RWP for NSDI of helium by 160-fs, 780-nm laser pulses
at intensities as high as 10 × 1014 W/cm2 , the depletion of the
ground state of He cannot be neglected. We use a hydrogenlike
wave function to describe the ground state of He, which takes
the form
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where Z = 1.345 is the effective charge of the ion core. To
account for the depletion of the ground state, we introduce the
decay factor
  t

β(t) = exp −
dt  W (t  )/2 .
(7)

pseudo) below the ionization threshold to obtain an estimate
for the excitation contribution and for all the pseudostates
above the ionization threshold for ionization. In order to
compare with experiment and other calculations (see below),
the spin-averaged cross section for unpolarized projectile and
target beams is required. This cross section is defined as

Here W (t) is the time-dependent modified ADK (AmmosovDelone-Krainov) [50] rate proposed by Tong and Lin [51].
Therefore, in the SFA model, the ground-state wave function
1s (r) should be replaced by 1s (r)β(t).
The potential seen by the returning electron is taken as a
Yukawa potential

σ (E) = 14 σ s (E) + 34 σ t (E),

Z
(8)
V (r) = − e−αr .
r
Here α is a screening parameter introduced to avoid the
singularity in the calculation of the amplitude.
Within the SFA, the elastic-scattering amplitude is calculated in the first-order plane-wave Born approximation,

1
f (q) = −
exp(iq · r)V (r)d r,
(9)
2π
where q is the momentum transfer with magnitude
q = 2kr sin(θr /2).

(10)

In this model, the elastic-scattering DCS in Eq. (5) can be
expressed as
dσ (kr ,θr )
= |f (q)|2 .
dr

(11)

C. Total cross sections for excitation and ionization of He+

The QRS formulation allows us to employ accurate electron impact excitation and electron impact ionization cross
sections, even though the RWP is obtained from a one-electron
model. In this work, these cross sections are calculated with
the R-matrix method, using our fully parallelized B-spline
R-matrix (BSR) code [52]. Details about the method can be
found in a recent topical review [53].
Specifically, we set up a 450-state close-coupling model,
with 36 states of He+ below the ionization threshold and
the remaining 414 states providing a discretization of the
ionization continuum. Using an R-matrix box radius of 50 a.u.,
the 15 bound states up to principal quantum number n = 5 are
good representations of the physical bound states, while the
remaining 21 states below the ionization threshold are used to
approximate the countable but infinite Rydberg spectrum. The
highest energy of the pseudostates was 365 eV.
We included target orbitals with orbital angular momentum
up to = 4 and solved the coupling equations numerically
for total orbital angular momenta of the projectile plus target
system up to L = 25. In order to do so, we expanded all orbitals
in a B-spline basis with 114 splines of order 8. The calculation
for the external region was performed with a parallelized
version of the STGF program [54]. If necessary, a top-up
procedure based on the geometric-series approximation was
used to estimate the contribution from higher L values.
We then obtained the angle-integrated total cross sections
for electron-impact excitation and ionization by summing
up the individual cross sections for all states (physical plus

(12)

where E is the projectile energy while the superscripts s
(singlet) and t (triplet) indicate the total spin of the system.
For the present work, only the singlet cross section is needed,
since the laser field does not change the singlet character of
the total wave function. That character is determined by the
initial (1s 2 )1S state.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Electron impact excitation and ionization
cross sections of He+

Figure 1 exhibits the TCSs for electron impact excitation
of He+ from the ground state. In addition to the singlet cross
section needed for the present work, we also compare the
current results for the spin-averaged cross section with the
convergent close-coupling (CCC) [55] predictions for the combined excitation of the n = 2, 3, and 4 levels. For the quantities
given, both the CCC and the present BSR models, with a
large number of pseudostates included in the close-coupling
expansion, can be considered converged to an overall accuracy
of a few percent (most likely even better). Hence, the remaining
differences seen are essentially due to the inclusion of the
physical n = 5 states, plus an estimate for the contribution
from the higher Rydberg states, in the BSR model. Figure 1
shows that the singlet excitation cross section is much larger
than the spin-averaged cross section below 100 eV, but the
difference diminishes quickly at higher energies due to the
decreasing importance of electron exchange.
In order to obtain the probability for double ionization,
we now consider the TCSs for electron impact ionization of
30
TCS (10-22 m2)
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Total cross sections for electron impact
excitation of He+ from the ground state. The present BSR results
are given for both the singlet spin channel alone and for the spinaveraged cross section. The latter results are compared with CCC
predictions [55] for the combined excitation of the n = 2, 3, and 4
levels.
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cross sections increase rapidly, reaching a maximum just below
150 eV, and then decreasing very slowly with increasing impact
energy. On the other hand, the present BSR cross sections for
excitation decrease steadily beyond a narrow maximum within
about 15 eV above the threshold energy. Around 230 eV, the
two cross sections become comparable. The electron impact
ionization cross sections of He+ evaluated by van der Hart [38]
are very close to the present BRS results. His excitation cross
sections, on the other hand, are significantly smaller than the
present ones, since he only considered excitation to n = 2.

TCS (10-22 m2)
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B. Simulations of the total He2+ yields

FIG. 2. (Color online) Total cross sections for electron impact
ionization of He+ in the ground state. Results are shown for the
singlet spin channel alone and for the spin-averaged cross section.
The latter predictions are compared with the experimental data of
Peart et al. [56].

He+ . Our results for the singlet spin channel alone and for
the spin-averaged case are shown in Fig. 2. We find excellent
agreement with the experimental data of Peart et al. [56]. This
is not surprising, given the many recent successes enjoyed by
the pseudostate close-coupling approach, both in the CCC
and BSR implementations. Different from electron impact
excitation, the singlet TCSs are always more than 1.5 times
larger than the spin-averaged ones over the entire energy
range considered here. Nevertheless, for both excitation and
ionization of He+ by electron impact, the calculated results
show that the proper inclusion of the spin increases the cross
sections by about a factor of 2. This, in turn, definitely enhances
the ratio between double and single ionization in a strong laser
field within the recollision model.
Figure 3 exhibits the singlet TCSs for both electron impact
ionization and excitation of He+ , which are used to simulate
the total probability for double ionization. The present BSR
predictions are also compared with the corresponding results
of van der Hart [38]. It can be seen that the energy dependence
of the cross sections for ionization is substantially different
from that for excitation. Close to threshold, the ionization

After accurate spin-singlet TCSs for both excitation and
ionization of He+ have been obtained, together with the RWP
below, we are finally ready to combine these ingredients in
Eq. (4) to evaluate the total yield for double ionization of He
in a strong laser field. The simulated results for the yields of
He2+ from linearly polarized 780-nm laser pulses as a function
of the peak intensity are compared with the experimental data
in Fig. 4.
First, we calculate the sequential double ionization yields
using the modified ADK model [51] and an improved PPT
(Perelomov-Popov-Terent’ev) model [57–59]. Figure 4 reveals
that the calculated results underestimate the experimental data
by three or even more orders of magnitude at intensities below
2 × 1015 W/cm2 . Since this is the region of interest for the
present work, we can safely neglect the contributions from
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Comparison of the present BRS singlet
TCSs for electron impact ionization and excitation of He+ in the
ground state with the corresponding results of van der Hart [38].

FIG. 4. (Color online) Comparison of the simulated results for
the yields of doubly charged ions with the experimental data for
He in linearly polarized laser pulses at 780 nm. The solid circles
represent the measurements of Walker et al. [4], while the dotted
and solid curves are the present simulations with and without taking
into account the shift of the continuum threshold energy due to the
presence of an electric field at the collision time, respectively. The
screening factor was set to α = 1.0. The simulated results are relative
and normalized to the experimental data individually at the intensity
of 4.5 × 1014 W/cm2 . The curves on the right are the calculated
sequential He2+ yields using ADK and PPT.
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sequential double ionization in the production of the He2+
ions.
The total yields for doubly charged ions He2+ based
on the QRS model, simulated by using Eq. (4), are also
displayed in Fig. 4. The latter results agree very well with
the experimental data, except for the low-intensity regime
below about 2 × 1014 W/cm2 , and again at higher intensities
where the experimental curve begins to flatten out (i.e., in
the knee region). For the low-intensity regime, the simulation
results lie below the experimental data. For laser-free electron
impact excitation and ionization, each process has a threshold
energy. In the presence of the laser field, however, the threshold
energy is reduced [39]. It should be measured from the top
of the potential barrier formed by the asymptotic potential
from the Coulomb interaction with the core and from the
instantaneous laser field. The maximum of
√ the barrier in the
potential V (z) = zFr − Z/z is Vb = −2 Z|Fr |, where Fr
is the electric field at the instant of scattering. Furthermore,
Z = 2 for electron impact ionization and Z = 1 for electron
impact excitation. The required minimum kinetic energies of
the
electron are hence decreased by
√ laser-induced returning √
2V0 and V0 (where V0 = 2 |Fr |), respectively, compared to
the field-free case.
To account for the shift of the excitation and ionization
thresholds at the recollision, we adopt the prescription proposed by van der Hart and Burnett [39], in which the cross
sections for ionization
√ and excitation are taken at the field-free
energies of Er + 2V0 and Er + V0 , respectively. Therefore,
Eq. (4) is modified to

Y 2+ = dEr [WL (Er ) + WR (Er )]
× [σexc (Er + V0 ) + σe2e (Er +

√

2V0 )].

(13)

The barrier height varies with the time at which the electron
returns to the parent ion. In principle, electrons born after
the electric field reaches the maximum can return to the
origin. For the electric field F (t) = F0 cos(ωt), electrons
born at a time before ti = 13◦ /ω return after tr = 270◦ /ω
when the electric field is zero. These electrons have a higher
ionization rate than those born after 13◦ /ω and, consequently,
dominate the contributions to the RWP. Since accounting for
the barrier changes with time in actual numerical computations is very complicated, we chose an “average” returning
time of tr = 290◦ /ω, which yields the maximum shifts for
the threshold energy of 21 and 15 eV, for ionization and
excitation, respectively, at a laser peak intensity of 15 ×
1014 W/cm2 .
The dotted curve in Fig. 4 represents the yield of He2+ ions
based on Eq. (13). The inclusion of the threshold shift, indeed,
reduces the discrepancy between the model results and the
experimental data in the low-intensity region. However, the
threshold shift does not improve the model results at higher
intensities, as also seen from Fig. 4. This deviation has been
traced back to the RWP in the region of low returning energy.
As indicated in Sec. II B, to avoid the singularity due
to the asymptotic Coulomb potential in the calculated RWP
from the strong-field approximation (the second-order term),
a screening parameter was introduced in Eq. (8). In previous
calculations, the parameter α = 1.0 was used. Figure 5(a)
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FIG. 5. (Color online) Returning electron wave packets for He in
linearly polarized laser pulses at 780 nm. (a) The screening factor
is chosen as α = 1.0, and the peak intensities are 5, 10, and 15 ×
1014 W/cm2 , respectively; (b) The peak intensity is 15 × 1014 W/cm2
and the screening factors are α = 1.0, 2.0, 3.0, and 4.0, respectively.
The calculations include integration over the laser focus volume. In
(a), the vertical solid line marks the excitation threshold of He+ in the
field-free case, while the vertical dotted line marks the corresponding
threshold for excitation in the field at a peak intensity of 15 ×
1014 W/cm2 .

shows the RWP for three peak laser intensities. Each RWP
starts with a fast drop at low energies before becoming flat
in the plateau region, somewhat mimicking ATI spectra. The
disagreement between theory and experiment in the highintensity region originates from the large magnitude of the
low-energy distribution in the RWP. Figure 5(b) exhibits the
dependence of the RWP on different screening parameters at
a peak intensity of 1.5 × 1015 W/cm2 . We see that the RWP
in the low-energy region is stabilized for α  2.0. When the
excitation threshold is shifted down by the laser field, the lowenergy part of the RWP contributes more to double ionization.
In Fig. 5(b), the α = 1.0 curve lies orders of magnitude
above the converged results. Consequently, the error in the
low-energy RWP is responsible for the overestimate by the
model results.
Figure 6 shows how the model calculations converge to the
experimental data as α is increased. The inset of this figure
depicts the ratio of ionization with respect to excitation for
the production of He2+ ions as a function of the peak laser
intensity. We emphasize that focal-volume averaging has been
included in the calculations of the RWP and that the screening
factor does not affect the RWP in the plateau region. Recently,
the divergence in the rescattering amplitude caused by the
Coulomb rescattering was removed by adding the depletion
rate of the ground state in the energy denominator [60].
However, this treatment causes the rescattering process to
dominate direct ionization.
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FIG. 6. (Color online) Comparison of the simulated results, with
the shift of the continuum threshold energy taken into account, for the
yields of doubly charged ions with the experimental data for He in
linearly polarized laser pulses at 780 nm. The solid circles represent
the measurements of Walker et al. [4], while the lines are simulated
results for α = 1.0, 2.0, 3.0, and 4.0, respectively. The theoretical
predictions are relative and were normalized to the experimental data
at the peak intensity of 4.5 × 1014 W/cm2 with a fixed factor for
each screening factor. The inset shows the ratio of the contributions
to double ionization from ionization and excitation.
C. Simulation of double-to-single ionization ratio

To obtain the ratio of double-to-single ionization for He
subjected to a 160-fs pulse at 780 nm as a function of peak
intensity, we also need to evaluate the total probability for
single ionization of He. SFA calculations were performed for
laser intensities up to 2.0 × 1015 W/cm2 , and the results are
found to be in very good agreement with the experimental
data, as illustrated in Fig. 7. The ADK and PPT results
are also shown in Fig. 7 for comparison. Both the ADK
and PPT calculations agree with the data at high intensities,
but the ADK curve falls below the measured yield at low
intensities. In contrast, the PPT results are in agreement with
experiment over the entire intensity range depicted. Again,
in all theoretical calculations for single ionization of He,
focal-volume averaging was included for each peak intensity.
Among the three types of simulation, only the SFA was used
to get the ratio of double-to-single ionization, because the
QRS model, which was employed to predict the total yield of
the doubly charged ion, is based on the SFA model. Since
current experiments only provide relative ionization yields
as a function of laser intensity, the agreement of the PPT
and SFA results with the experimental data only means that
the relative laser intensity dependence is predicted correctly.
The ADK model starts to show deviations around 4.0 × 1014
W/cm2 .
Experimentally the ionization ratio He2+ / He+ is the
easiest to measure and also the most reliable observable.
Among theoretical calculations, the SFA, PPT, and ADK
all involve some approximations. In particular, the He2+

FIG. 7. (Color online) Comparison of theoretical simulations
based on SFA, ADK, and PPT with the experimental data for single
ionization of He in linearly polarized laser pulses at 780 nm. The
solid circles represent the measurements of Walker et al. [4]. The
theoretical results are normalized individually for the best visual
agreement with experiment.

yields were calculated using the rescattering model, with
the RWP obtained from the (second-order) strong-field approximation. Since the ratio between rescattering and direct
ionization is not correctly reproduced by the SFA, it is
necessary to employ the TDSE solutions to calibrate the SFA
calculations.
In Fig. 8, we compare the energy spectra between the SFA
and TDSE calculations for HATI of He in a 5-cycle, 800-nm
laser pulse at the peak intensity of 1.8 × 1014 W/cm2 . The
details of the SFA and TDSE calculations were presented
previously in Refs. [49,61,62]. Note that our TDSE calculations are based on the single active electron approximation.
Figure 8(a) shows that the ionization probabilities predicted
by the SFA are much smaller than the TDSE results for both
direct ionization and ionization by rescattering. When the SFA
spectra are renormalized by a factor of η = 40 to the TDSE
results at high energies, the low-energy spectra of the SFA
exceed the TDSE results, as shown in Fig. 8(b). For this specific
case, the total probabilities for single ionization of He obtained
+
+
from SFA and TDSE are YSFA
= 3.26 × 10−8 and YTDSE
=
+
+
−7
2.44 × 10 , respectively. A factor ξ = ηYSFA /YTDSE = 5.3
should thus be used to correct the ratio between rescattering
and direct ionization reproduced by the SFA. Consequently,
the double-to-single ionization ratio was calculated according
to
R=ξ

Y 2+
+ .
YSFA

(14)

Here Y 2+ is the total yield for NSDI of He from Eq. (13), in
which the screening factor in the RWP calculations is set to
+
is the total yield for single ionization of
be α = 4.0, and YSFA
He from the SFA. Since the TDSE calculations are very time
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contributions from electron impact excitation processes, and
the electron impact ionization cross section was obtained
from the Lotz formula [63]. van der Hart and Burnett [39]
used a different recollision model, while the cross sections
for ionization and excitation to the n = 2 states were also
calculated by the R-matrix method. They, too, only included
the singlet cross sections. Their results for the double-to-single
ionization ratio as a function of laser intensity are in fair
agreement with experiment. In the simulation of Yudin and
Ivanov [40], accurate singlet scattering cross sections from
the CCC approach [55] were used. Their results suggest
that the ratio increases monotonically with increasing laser
intensity.
The comparison of the present calculations with the
experimental data in Fig. 9 appears to be very satisfactory.
The drop-off of the ratio in the low-intensity tail shown from
this calculation follows the trend of the experimental data. At
higher intensities, our calculated ratios also exhibit a small
decrease before slowly increasing again. Although the trend
is consistent with the experimental data, the position of the
change is not at the correct intensity. Nevertheless, in light of
the strong nonlinearity of the processes involved, the remaining
small discrepancy seems acceptable.
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FIG. 8. (Color online) Comparison of energy spectra from the
SFA and TDSE calculations for high-order above-threshold ionization
of He in a 5-cycle, 800-nm laser pulse at a peak intensity of 1.8 ×
1014 W/cm2 .

consuming, we only chose a very short pulse in the calculation
for the comparison. The above recipe assumes that the factor
ξ does not change significantly with either the laser intensity
or the pulse duration.
Figure 9 shows the double-to-single ionization ratio of He as
a function of laser intensity from experiment [4] and the results
from our calculation as well as three other theoretical attempts
in the literature [21,39,40]. Among the theoretical simulations,
the S-matrix approach [21] generally predicts ratios less than
half the experimental values. This model does not include

He2+/He+ ratio

10-2

10-3

10-4

Expt
Present
Becker and Faisal
van der Hart and Burnett
Yudin and Ivanov

10-5
1014
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1015
2

Intensity (W/cm )
FIG. 9. (Color online) Ratio between double and single ionization of He as a function of intensity for a 160-fs pulse with a
wavelength of 780 nm. The present simulations are compared with
the experimental data of Walker et al. [4], as well as other theoretical
results of Becker and Faisal [21], van der Hart and Burnett [39], and
Yudin and Ivanov [40].

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented a careful numerical simulation for the
double-to-single ionization ratio of He in the nonsequential
double ionization region based on the quantitative rescattering (QRS) model. The QRS model has been employed
to describe high-energy above-threshold ionization (HATI)
photoelectron spectra and high-order harmonic generation
(HHG) extensively in the past few years. While QRS has been
applied to NSDI processes in our previous publications, it
was limited by the lack of accurate electron impact excitation
and electron impact ionization cross sections. This restriction
is no longer severe with respect to the helium target. In the
present work, therefore, we applied the QRS model to test its
predictions against the well-known ratios of double-to-single
ionization reported by Walker et al. [4]. With the fieldfree electron impact excitation and ionization cross sections
accurately calculated by a sophisticated R-matrix code and
the returning wave packets (RWP) obtained within the strongfield approximation, we were able to identify corrections
that are needed to obtain good agreement with the available
experimental data. Specifically, it is necessary to account for
the lowering of the ionization and excitation thresholds in the
presence of the laser field and to introduce a screening factor to
calculate the low-energy portion of the returning electron wave
packet correctly. These issues did not arise in previous HATI
and HHG studies, since those involved only the high-energy
portion of the RWP. With these additional modifications, the
QRS model was able to reproduce the experimental results
reported by Walker et al. [4]. The effect of a variable intensity
distribution inside the laser focus volume was also included
in our simulation. This is relatively straightforward within the
QRS theory, since the collision data do not depend on the laser
intensity and the RWP can be calculated quickly using the
strong-field approximation.
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Additional differential NSDI measurements, including ion
momentum distributions along the direction of the laser polarization or the correlated two-electron momentum distributions,
may provide further insight into the role of electron-electron
and electron-laser interactions in the NSDI and also the
sequential double ionization regimes. It is desirable that such
measurements be carried out at a few intensities, even though
this will be experimentally challenging since the double
ionization yields drop very quickly with decreasing intensity.
Furthermore, similar measurements at different wavelengths,
or in two-color laser fields, would be desirable. In spite of
recent progress in the calculation of accurate excitation and
ionization cross sections for more complex atomic targets (see,
for example, Ref. [53]), we recommend that the experiments
be performed on He if possible. Alternative targets might be Ne
and Ar. Accurate excitation and ionization cross sections were
recently generated over a wide range of incident energies for
the neutral atoms [64,65], and hence we expect the corresponding calculations for the ions to be relatively straightforward.
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